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There are three Larva inject methods used by Zerg players. They each have their pros and cons, and each will be discussed in this short guide.

1) Individual Queen Method – Hotkey each hatch and its respective Queen together, (most common are 5, 6, and 7), and cycle through as such:

5 5 v click 6 6 v click 7 7 v click.

Pressing the group number twice will select the Queen and Hatchery together and center the screen on the Hatchery, so all you have to do is press “v” (the hotkey for Inject Larva) and click the center of the screen. This gives you good control over your injects, but is slower than the following methods. In the case of losing a Queen or two due to enemy fire, you can see which ones are missing and replace them easily.

2) Backspace Method – This method is a bit more confusing to understand, but simply once it clicks. Backspace is default hotkey for "Base Camera", which means pressing backspace will center the screen on a Hatchery (or Command Center / Nexus), and pressing backspace repeatedly will cycle through your command buildings. ::NOTE:: I recommend re-binding this hotkey to spacebar (F10 or Esc (the menu) -> Hotkeys -> Global -> Camera), set what was Backspace to Alt, and Alt to Backspace. For the rest of this, I'll assume you rebound to Spacebar.

	Hotkey all your Queens together- it’s essential that the number of Queens you have is at least the number of hatches you have, if not more. If not, this method causes problems. This is most commonly group 5.
	Put your mouse cursor on the center of the screen
	5+v, hold shift, space-click-space-click-space click (for three Hatcheries).


You'll find that you can do this VERY fast, but for situations where a Queen died, or if you are trying to inject a hatchery that is waiting for a previous inject to finish, you'll have Queens running around arbitrarily to inject Hatcheries other than their own and this inject method will be sub-optimal.

3) Location Cameras Method - This is how most pros will do it. To execute this method, you must bind “camera location” and “jump to camera location” in you hotkeys (F10 or Esc (the menu) -> Hotkeys -> Global -> Camera). These hotkeys are normally bound as “ctrl+F1, F2, etc…” as set camera location, and “F1, F2, etc…” for jump to camera location. It allows for the greatest overall control, but is the toughest to do efficiently. If you are just learning Zerg, this inject method is probably not the best for you.

